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Abstract—With the integration of renewable energy, system
inertia may have a trend of decreasing in recent years, which
increases the likelihood of transient instability. Inertia has impacts on voltage profiles and such impacts vary by location.
After the system is subject to faults on buses or on transmission
lines, bus voltages change differently as sum of inertia varies in
sites that are either near or far away from violation locations.
Critical clearing time (CCT) is a metric assessing condition of
system stability. This paper displays how inertia changes affect
CCT and how such impacts are location-dependent. An insightful
preliminary study is carried out to reveal how inertia comes into
play in bus voltage levels. Two case sets considering different
oscillations are presented to verify inertia’s locational impacts
on CCT.
Index Terms—inertia, critical clearing time, locational impacts,
transient stability, large-scale synthetic networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Resource inertia is a property that slows down the change
of rotor speeds due to the existing power imbalance in
electrical grid. Inertial response is provided by synchronous
rotating masses and thus may decrease dramatically with the
integration of large-scale light-weight gas turbines and renewable generation units [1]. According to previous work [2][3],
integration of renewable energy results in system inertia’s
reduction, which may worsen post-fault frequency response.
Transient stability is concerned with the ability of power
system to return to stable condition and maintain synchronism,
when the system is subjected to a severe disturbance, such as
short-circuit faults on buses or transmission lines [4]. Voltage
value is an important indicator that attests transient stability
of power system. After the system is subject to some faults
either within plants or on utility lines, voltage dips may
occur and even cause transient instability from the system
perspective of view [5]. To assist power system operators to
obtain characteristics of the system transient stability, many
metrics have been developed, one of which is called Critical
Clearing Time (CCT) [6][7]. CCT is the maximum time when
fault is cleared by some protection mechanisms and power
system can still maintain its stability and synchronism. The
goal of this paper is to study inertia’s impacts on voltage
stability in power system.
Sum of inertia in power system has impacts on system
primary frequency responses and the system oscillation modes
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[8][9]. Work done in [2] developed metrics for quantification
of locational impacts of resource inertia on power system
dynamic performances. Increasing world-wide wind power
generator units brought new challenges to utilities and customers from power system voltage stability point of view [10–
14]. Faults on transmission lines significantly disturb power
system and cause dynamic voltage instability [15]. The proper
use of realistic dynamic load models could capture physically
accurate behavior in voltage recovery process after power
system events [16]. Reference [17] provided a theoretical
foundation for potential energy boundary surface method and
[18] applied this method to obtain system CCT in several
fault scenarios as the stability metric. This work is designed
to reveal the relationship between system inertia and voltage
levels. In particular, this paper studies how CCT changes as
system inertia varies using large-scale network models. In
particular, this paper focuses on inertia’s locational effects on
system critical clearing time .
This paper starts with simulations performed using the
ACTIVSg200 [19] synthetic network to show how inertia
affects bus voltages. Multiple stages after a fault is applied to the system are considered to provide more details
about how inertia will affect system voltage levels. Based
on simulation results from the preliminary study, this paper
employs a 2000-bus case to investigate inertia’s impacts on
voltage using CCT as a performance metric. Variations in
resource inertia with different electrical distances to fault and
violation locations are implemented to show the locational
dependence of inertia’s impacts. What’s more, one case set
also includes poorly-damped oscillation modes. Large-scale
synthetic network models in [19–23] are used in simulations
throughout this paper.
Three more sections come as follows. In Section II, preliminary study is preformed to review how inertia affects
bus voltages in power system. Simulation results using a
large-scale case with varying inertia at different locations are
provided in Section III to show location-dependent impacts of
inertia, and Section IV provides conclusions of this paper and
future work direction.
II. P RELIMINARY S TUDIES
To reveal the relationship between system inertia and CCT
after a fault is applied to the network, this section studies how

voltage differs in correspondence to inertia changes.

A. Case Description
This section uses the ACTIVSg200 case, which is available
at [19]. This system is built on the footprint of Central Illinois.
This case contains 49 generators with total system inertia of
159 s on a system base of 100 MVA. All generators are
modeled with the GENROU machine model. All simulation
results are obtained using the PowerWorld Simulator Version
20 [24]. The test case is subject to an event of a balanced
3-phase fault, which is applied to Bus 36 at 1s and the fault
is cleared at 1.42s. Violations are defined when bus voltages
fall below a limit value (i.e., 70% of pre-fault voltage [25]).
The first violation is on the generator bus (No. 147), so we
further explore the voltage profile at Bus 147 (Fig.1). To
study inertia’s effects on voltage levels, total system inertia
is changed from 75% to 125% in increment of 5% and Fig. 1
shows different bus voltage profiles when inertia is changed.
Five points are marked in the figure: A: time point right before
the fault is applied to the system; B: time point right after the
fault is applied to the system; C: time point right before the
fault is cleared; D: time point right after the fault is cleared;
E: first voltage dip after the fault clearing time. Near point
B, the bus voltage profile obtained with 125% system inertia
lies on the top and the profile with 75% system inertia lies at
the bottom. As inertia is reduced, we observe lower minimum
voltage after fault is cleared. There are 4 periods of interest
(A → B, B → C, C → D, D → E) on each bus voltage
profile. Fig. 2 shows bus voltage changes of period B → C
under different inertia scenarios. Among 4 periods, period
B → C has the most significant changes in ∆VB→C under
different inertia scenarios. In the next subsection, we will focus
on period B → C. Another period of interest is D → E, so
we also go into this period in the following subsection.

Fig. 2. ∆VB→C under different inertia scenarios

B. Voltage Dip During Fault
Bus voltages are computed using generator internal voltages
and network electrical properties. In particular, the voltage
level of each bus is more dependent on the generator that
is (electrically) closest to that bus. Following analysis focuses
on generator on Bus 147, whose internal voltage is calculated
by three values ((1 + ω), ψd00 , ψq00 ). Fig.3 shows that ψd00
increases much more than other two values ((1 + ω), ψq00 )
when inertia increases. In the GENROU model [26], increase
in ψd00 value means either decrease in input Id value or increase
in another input Ef d . Trivial change in Ef d is seen during
the fault period (in Fig.4), so increase in ψd00 is primarily
the result of decreased Id . Higher generator inertia results
in lower generator internal current and then higher internal
voltage. Further analysis will be provided to explain why a
lower current is obtained when inertia is increased.

Fig. 3. Percentage changes in generator internal states between 75% and
125% system inertia

Fig. 1. Bus voltage profiles as inertia varies

Both generator internal voltage and bus voltage are phasors
with time-varying magnitudes and angles, which are affected
*
*
by inertia changes. We compute |E Internal − V Bus | in three
cases. All cases have inertia changes from 75% to 125%. In
case a, we only change inertia in generator 147; in case b,
inertia in all generators but 147 is increased; in case c, inertia
in all generators is increased. In scenario (1), we compute
*
*
|E Internal − V Bus | with 75% inertia in those selected generators; in scenario (2), inertia in those selected generators is

Fig. 4. Ef d values under different inertia values

increased to 125%; in scenario (3), inertia in those selected
generators is still 125%, but angle differences of generator
internal voltage and bus voltage are assumed to be the same as
*
(1). In case a, as displayed in Fig.5 a, the computed |E Internal
*

− V Bus | in scenarios (1) and (2) are nearly the same while
*

*

|E Internal − V Bus | is significantly different in scenario (3).
In case a, higher generator inertia results in slower rotor
angle changes and smaller angle differences between generator
*
*
internal voltage and bus voltage angle. |E Internal − V Bus |
becomes smaller, and smaller generator current is observed. In
case b, higher inertia in all generators but 147 causes slower
rotor angle changes in those selected generators. Bus 147
voltage angle becomes smaller. In addition, rotor angle change
of Generator 147 is small, thus overall angle differences
between Generator 147 internal voltage and Bus 147 voltage
*
*
increase. The computed |E Internal − V Bus | becomes larger,
thus larger generator current is obtained. In case c, the overall
effect is shown when system inertia increases. Increased inertia
of generator 147 is dominant on changes of generator current,
so a lower current is obtained when system inertia is increased.
This subsection explains inertia’s impacts on voltage and the
next part will show how inertia changes affect system’s CCT.

*

*

Fig. 5. | E Internal − V Bus | in three different cases

C. Post-Fault Minimum Voltage
After the fault is cleared, bus voltages increase instantly to
the point D (period C → D), but may drop to a lower value
point E (period D → E) (in Fig. 2). That’s because generator
internal current increases (as demonstrated in Fig. 6) as soon as
the fault is cleared and generator internal voltage drops due to
the similar process as discussed in Subsection B. Displayed in
Fig.2, when the fault is applied at 1s and cleared at 1.4229s, the
minimum voltage point E lies on the pre-defined criterion (i.e.,
70% of pre-fault voltage value [25]), so current clearing time
(0.4229s) is the critical clearing time (CCT) of the system.
When the system has further decrease in inertia, voltage level
is worse than before, so a lower post-fault nadir point E
is observed. The previous fault duration (0.4229s) is longer
than fault duration that the modified system can have without
violation occurring in the inertia-reduced system. As a result,
the modified system CCT is smaller compared to original
(100% inertia) system. As such, inertia has impacts on CCT.

Fig. 6. Generator Internal Current

III. I LLUSTRATIVE S IMULATION R ESULTS
This paper illustrates inertia’s location-dependent impacts
on system CCT using a synthetic 2000-bus network model
- ACTIVSg2000 [19]. As shown in Fig. 7, this model is
built on the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
footprint. This is a synthetic power system model that does
not represent the actual grid, but the model is designed
to be statistically and functionally similar to actual electric
grids. Eight areas are defined in this model. Multiple machine/governor/exciter/stabilizer models for each fuel type are
included in this case. Online generators have total system
inertia of 3814.18 s using system base of 100 MVA. Two
cases (with either well damped or poorly damped oscillation)
are considered in simulations.

TABLE II
D ETAILS ON C ASE S ET I

Subset
1.a
1.b
1.c
1.d

Fig. 7. One-line diagram of the 2000-bus case [2]

A. Case Set I - with well damped oscillation

Subset
2.a
2.b
2.c
2.d
Subset
3.a

Case I.1
Selected Generators
All in this area
The one at violation location
Electrically nearest 5 (around violation location)
Electrically nearest 11 (around violation location)
Case I.2
Selected Generators
All in this area
Except the one at violation location
Except electrically nearest 5 (around violation location)
Except electrically nearest 11 (around violation location)
Case I.3
Selected Generators
All generators except those located in this area

Case Set I has a balanced 3-phase fault applied to Bus 6003.
Three types of violations are considered (details in Table I).
Violations occur when bus voltages fall below a limit value
for a time longer or equal to limit duration [25]. The first
violation occurs on a generator bus in the same area (i.e.,
Bus 6009). This case set aims to study how CCT is affected
by near and far away inertia changes. We increase inertia of
selected generators (instead of all 68 generators) in different
parts of the system and perform same simulations to obtain
CCT under different ratios1 . In this case set, all violations
occur in the same area. Table.II provides details on Case Set
I.
TABLE I
CONSIDERED VIOLATIONS DETAILS

Type
Voltage Dip Load Bus
Voltage Dip Non-load Bus
Voltage Dip Load Bus Duration

Limit Value
-25%
-30%
-20%

Limit Duration
0
0
0.333 (s)

Fig.8 displays CCT changes with respect to inertia changes
in selected generators (all selected generators in Cases I.1
and I.2, the faulted bus and the violation bus are in the
same area). In Case I.1, when inertia increases, CCT in each
subset increases as well. We note that increasing inertia in
electrically nearest 11 generators (instead of all 68 generators)
has nearly the same effect in increasing CCT. In general,
when fewer generators are selected, smaller CCT is observed
under each ratio. In Case I.2, increasing inertia in modified
selected generators does not obviously affect CCT. Significant
reduction in CCT is observed when the generator at violation
location is excluded from inertia increases. Generally when
more generators are excluded from inertia increases, smaller
CCT is obtained under each ratio. In Case I.3, no obvious
change in CCT when inertia increases are in generators located
1 We

increases inertia in this area (originally 760.55 s) & All areas except
this area (originally 3053.63 s) by 0 s all the way up to 500 s in increment of
100 s. The corresponding ratio is from 1 to (760.55 + 500)/760.55) ≈ 1.65
(in this area) & from 1 to (3053.63 + 500)/3053.63) ≈ 1.16 (outside this
area).

Fig. 8. Multiple CCTs under different inertia scenarios in case set I

outside this area. For now, it’s clear that inertia’s impacts
are more significant in locations that are electrically close to
violation location. Inertia changes in electrically nearest (i.e.,
around violation location) generators have greater impacts on
CCT.

B. Case Set II - with poorly damped oscillation
In Case Set II, several subsets (i.e., II.a ∼ II.j) are performed
to reveal how inertia changes affect CCT in a system with
poorly damped oscillation. All subset details are shown in
Table.IV and will be clearly explained in the following part.
After a balanced 3-phase fault is applied to Bus 7037 at 1s
and cleared at 1.140s, the first violation (i.e., voltage dip load
bus duration violation) occurs in Area 1 on Bus 1058 (II.a). In
II.b, inertia reduction is performed in the violation location of
II.a (Area 1) and the previous violation vanishes. Since sum of
inertia in Area 1 is small (i.e., 83.76 s), we only reduce inertia
in Area 1 by 50 s. When the same fault is applied to the same
bus but we clear it after a longer period (i.e., 0.307s), another
violation appears in Area 8 on Bus 8005 (i.e., II.c) and the
previous violation does not occur. In II.d, we reduce inertia
in Area 1 by 50 s and clear the fault at 1.307s. The violation
occurs in Area 8. Table.III summarizes simulation details up
to now. For comparison, we perform inertia reduction in six
more subsets and divide them into two groups: II.e & II.g &
II.i (fault clear time is 1.140s), II.f & II.h & II.j (fault clear
time is 1.307s). Respectively, inertia reduction area is Area 8
(violation location of II.c & II.d) in subsets II.e and II.f, Area
7 (fault location) in subsets II.g and II.h, and Area 5 (an area,
which is neither a fault location nor a violation location) in
subsets II.i and II.j.

there is no violation in the system; in II.c, the first violation
occurs on Bus 8005. Compared to II.a, inertia changes does
not significantly affect voltage profiles in II.e & II.g & II.i.
Similarly, voltage profiles of II.f & II.h & II.j are reasonably
close to II.c’s voltage profile.

TABLE III
DETAILS OF FOUR SUBSETS AND CORRESPONDING CLEAR TIME

Violation Location
Clear Time (s)

II.a
Bus 1058
1.140

II.b
No
1.140

II.c
Bus 8005
1.307

II.d
Bus 8005
1.307

Fig. 9. Bus voltage magnitude plot of violation buses
TABLE IV
CASE DETAIL AND CORRESPONDING CLEAR TIME

II.a
II.b
II.c
II.d
II.e
II.g
II.i
II.f
II.h
II.j

Clear Time (s)
1.140
1.140
1.307
1.307
1.140
1.140
1.140
1.307
1.307
1.307

Subset Detail
0 s (Area 1)
-50 s (Area 1)
0 s (Area 1)
-50 s (Area 1)
-50 s (Area 8)
-50 s (Area 7)
-50 s (Area 5)
-50 s (Area 8)
-50 s (Area 7)
-50 s (Area 5)

Violation Location
Area 1
No violation
Area 8
Area 8
Area 1
Area 1
Area 1
Area 8
Area 8
Area 8

Table.IV provides details of all subsets in Case Set II. Fig.9
shows that bus voltage profiles either vary in time differently
in some subsets (e.g., II.a & II.d) or behave similarly in other
subsets (e.g., II.a & II.e & II.g & II.i; II.c &II.f & II.h & II.j).
In II.a, Bus 1058’s voltage falls below the limit (i.e., 80% of
pre-fault voltage) for a time longer than limit duration (i.e.,
0.333s), so the first violation occurs; there is no violation on
Bus 8005 now. In II.d, Bus 1058’s voltage does not violate
while Bus 8005 has a ‘load bus duration violation’. In II.b,

Inertia reduction in Area 1 does not affect voltage profile
of Bus 8005, but magnitude of Bus 1058 has changed a lot
(II.a & II.b). Results in [8] indicating that inertia has large
effects on local oscillations, inertia reduction may deteriorate
or alleviate oscillations, thus bus voltages change in Area 1
when we reduce inertia in Area 1 (i.e., II.a & II.b; II.c & II.d
in Bus 1058 voltage profile). Shown in Fig.9, violation in Area
1 vanishes when 50 s inertia reduction is applied in Area 1
(i.e., II.a & II.b). All subsets show that local inertia reduction
play an important role of local voltage level, but do not have
vital impacts on global voltages. In comparison subsets (i.e.,
II.a & II.e & II.g & II.i; II.c &II.f & II.h & II.j), remote inertia
reductions have trivial effects on local voltages and thus CCT
do not vary much. Till this moment here, inertia’s locational
impacts on bus voltages are clearly revealed, and such effects
are local but rather than global.
Simulation results in this section demonstrate inertia’s
location-dependent impacts on bus voltages. The locational
impacts of inertia play the most significant role when inertia
changes are applied near voltage violation locations.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two synthetic network models were used to
show inertia’s locational impacts on CCT. The ACTIVSg200
synthetic network was used to study how inertia affects bus
voltages and why inertia plays an important role in maintaining
a longer CCT. The ACTIVSg2000 synthetic network was
applied to display that inertia changes had location-dependent
impacts on bus voltages. Generally, effects of inertia changes
are local, rather than global. In addition, inertia had the most
significant impacts when inertia changes are electrically near
to violation locations.
Only voltage violation type is considered when we obtain
CCT and more work need to be done with frequency violation
type. It is also of interest to consider multiple faults in
simulations. We will include these studies in future work.
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